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Synthetic time reversal (STR) is a technique for blind deconvolution of receiving-array recordings

of sound from an unknown source in an unknown multipath environment. It relies on generic fea-

tures of multipath sound propagation. In prior studies, the pivotal ingredient for STR, an estimate

of the source-signal’s phase (as a function of frequency x), was generated from conventional beam-

forming of the received-signal Fourier transforms, PjðxÞ, 1� j�N, where N is the number of array

elements. This paper describes how STR is implemented even when the receiving-array elements

are many wavelengths apart and conventional beamforming is inadequate. Here, the source-signal’s

phase is estimated by beamforming P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ at the difference frequency x2�x1. This exten-

sion of STR is tested with broadband signal pulses (11–19 kHz) and a vertical 16-element receiving

array having a 3.75-m-spacing between elements using simple propagation simulations and

measured results from the FAF06 experiment involving 2.2 km of down slope propagation from 46

to 92 m water depth. The cross-correlation coefficient between the source-broadcast and STR-

reconstructed-signal waveforms for the simulations and experiments are 98% and 91%–92%,

respectively. In addition, frequency-difference beamforming can be used to determine signal-

path-arrival angles that conventional beamforming cannot. VC 2012 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4756920]

PACS number(s): 43.30.Cq, 43.30.Wi, 43.60.Jn [JIA] Pages: 3018–3029

I. INTRODUCTION

When sound travels away from a source in the ocean,

refraction within the water column and reflections from the

ocean surface and bottom commonly lead to multipath prop-

agation that causes signal distortion when a remote listening

receiver records this sound. When the sound source is

unknown, such signal distortion impedes source classifica-

tion and identification by the listener. Blind deconvolution is

the name given to the task of separately estimating the

unknown waveforms for the original source signal and the

source-to-receiver impulse response(s) from the recorded

signal(s) when the acoustic environment is also unknown.

This paper describes how synthetic time reversal (STR) and

unconventional frequency-difference beamforming together

provide an efficient means for blind deconvolution for sig-

nals recorded underwater when the receiver is a sparse array

of hydrophones that is not suitable for conventional delay-

and-sum plane-wave beamforming techniques and the

received field cannot be modeled precisely as a superposition

of plane waves propagating across the array aperture (i.e.,

modeling mismatch).

Blind deconvolution is frequently attempted in image

processing and in situations involving multipath acoustic

propagation; however, there are implementation differences.

In ultrasonic image processing applications (see Taxt and

Strand, 2001 or Yu et al., 2012), the goal of blind deconvolu-

tion is to enhance image (signal) quality by correcting for an

imperfect transfer function (commonly known as the point

spread function). Here the number of receiving elements

(i.e., the number of pixels) may greatly exceed the number

of temporal samples—perhaps just a single image. In under-

water acoustics, the goal of blind deconvolution is similar—

improving signal quality—but the form of the input data is

different; the number of receiving transducers N (a countable

number) is typically much less than the number of temporal

samples (thousands or even millions). The work reported

here focuses on the later situation.

In general blind deconvolution is an ill-posed problem.

In particular in underwater applications, blind deconvolution

involves using N receiving-array recordings to estimate

Nþ 1 waveforms: N source-to-receiver transfer-function

waveforms, and one source-signal waveform. Thus, a suc-

cessful technique for blind deconvolution must incorporate

additional information to reach unique and correct results. In

past blind deconvolution efforts, this extra information has

been developed from: Monte Carlo optimization and a well-

chosen cost function (Smith and Finette, 1993), additional
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measurements from a known source (Siderius et al., 1997),

higher order statistics (Broadhead and Pflug, 2000a,b), infor-

mation criteria (Xinhua et al., 2001), adaptive algorithms

(Weber and Bohme, 2002; Sibul et al., 2002), time fre-

quency analysis (Martins et al., 2002), multiple convolutions

(Smith, 2003), an assumption about the probability density

function of the signal (Roan et al., 2003), and a least-squares

criterion (Zeng et al., 2009). The blind deconvolution tech-

nique used in this study, synthetic time reversal or STR

(Abadi et al., 2012), develops the requisite additional infor-

mation from the assumption that sound is conveyed from the

unknown source to the receiving array by modes or rays.

STR [also known as artificial time reversal (ATR)

(Sabra and Dowling, 2004; Sabra et al., 2010)] is a fully

passive technique for blind deconvolution that does not

involve iterative procedures, parameter searches, or opti-

mizations. It is potentially fast and efficient enough for

real-time applications. Its computational cost only mar-

ginally exceeds that of computing forward and inverse

fast-Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the recorded signals.

STR is successful when the acoustic propagation is well-

described by a modal sum in a low-frequency region

(375–625 Hz) and the receiving array is vertical and spans

the water column (Sabra and Dowling, 2004), and when

the acoustic propagation is well described by a ray-path

sum in a mid-frequency region (1–4 kHz) and the receiv-

ing array is vertical with sufficient element density so that

conventional delay-and-sum beamforming can be used to

distinguish ray-path-arrival directions (Sabra et al., 2010;

Abadi et al., 2012).

The purpose of this paper is two-fold: first, present

STR blind deconvolution results for source signal estima-

tion when the receiving array is sparse and conventional

beamforming is not appropriate for the frequency band of

interest (11–19 kHz), and second, introduce an unconven-

tional beamforming technique based on manufacturing

frequency differences from the array recordings that

allows STR to be successful with sparse array measure-

ments in the presence of modeling mismatch. STR signal

reconstruction results are reported for simple simulations

involving three acoustic paths, and then for propagation

measurements made during the FAF06 (Focused Acoustic

Field 2006) experiment conducted in the Mediterranean

Sea (Song et al., 2009; Song et al., 2010). In both cases

the signal is a tapered linear frequency modulation (LFM)

chirp (11–19 kHz), and the receiving array is vertical with

16 elements spaced almost 40 signal-center-frequency

wavelengths apart. Interestingly, the unconventional

frequency-difference beamforming technique is successful

finding ray-path directions when conventional beamform-

ing is not, and likely has applications beyond STR blind

deconvolution.

The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections.

Section II presents the mathematical formulation of ray-

based STR when combined with frequency-difference beam-

forming. Section III presents STR results from simulated

acoustic propagation in a simple environment with three ray

paths that mimics the FAF06 experiment. Section IV

presents STR results for FAF06 probe-signal broadcasts that

were recorded at a source-array range of 2.2 km. Section V

summarizes this research effort, and states the conclusions

drawn from it.

II. SYNTHETIC TIME REVERSAL WITH FREQUENCY-
DIFFERENCE BEAMFORMING

STR is a simple array-signal-processing technique for

simultaneously estimating the waveforms of the unknown

source signal and the unknown source-to-array transfer func-

tions in an unknown multipath environment. As described

below, the critical step in STR is isolating the phase of the

unknown source signal from the measured signals. The

development of STR with conventional beamforming for

isolating the signal phase via a mode-shape weighting or

ray-path weighting of the array measurements is described

elsewhere (Sabra and Dowling, 2004; Sabra et al. 2010;

Abadi et al., 2012). The following development follows that

in Sabra and Dowling (2004) but emphasizes and motivates

STR’s use with frequency-difference beamforming.

A. Basic elements of synthetic time reversal

The inputs for STR are the measured waveforms pj(t)
from the N receiving-array elements located at~rj (1� j�N),

and an assumption about of the character of the acoustic

propagation; it is either a sum of modes or rays. In the pres-

ent study, the ray assumption is made, as is appropriate for

high-frequency underwater-sound signals (11–19 kHz). The

Fourier transforms, PjðxÞ, of the received signals can be

written in terms of the Fourier transform of the signal,

SðxÞ ¼ jSðxÞjeiusðxÞ; and the environment’s Green’s func-

tion, Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ (the Fourier transform of the environment’s

impulse response),

1

2p

ðþ1
�1

pjðtÞeixtdt ¼ PjðxÞ ¼ Gð~rj;~rs;xÞjSðxÞjeiusðxÞ;

(1)

when the acoustic propagation is independent of time for the du-

ration of the signal. Here,~rs is the unknown source location and

us(x) is the source signal’s phase as a function of frequency x.

The formulation of STR begins by developing an estimate

Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ from PjðxÞ alone. The first step is a simple

normalization of PjðxÞ in Eq. (1) that eliminates the signal

amplitude,

~PjðxÞ ¼
PjðxÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

j¼1

jPjðxÞj2
vuut

¼ Gð~rj;~rs;xÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

j¼1

jGð~rj;~rs;xÞj2
vuut

eiusðxÞ: (2)

To produce a normalized estimate of Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ from

Eq. (2), the signal’s phase us(x) must be estimated and
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removed from the right side of Eq. (2). This is the piv-

otal step in STR. However, in the present investigation,

the vertical aperture and/or element density of the

receiving array are assumed insufficient to resolve indi-

vidual propagating modes or rays in the sound channel.

In particular, the receiving array is extremely sparse

(many wavelengths between array elements) so that a

multitude of side lobes (i.e., spatial aliasing) degrade the

utility of conventional plane-wave beamforming and the

plane-wave-signal assumption may not hold across the

entire aperture over the frequency band of interest. Thus,

prior implementations of STR will not be successful.

This parametric situation occurs in studies of underwater

acoustic communication when signals with frequencies

around 10 kHz are recorded with array elements that are

well-separated (e.g., a few meters) to provide spatial di-

versity, as presented in Rouseff et al. (2001), Siderius

et al. (2007), or Song et al. (2009) and Song et al.
(2010). Moreover, in applications of blind deconvolu-

tion, the received signal from the unknown source may

be ill suited for the receiving array’s configuration;

therefore, extension of STR to sparse arrays enhances its

potential utility.

Thus, an unconventional beamforming technique for iso-

lating us(x) is developed that manufactures lower-frequency

signal information from the higher-frequency broadband sig-

nal recordings PjðxÞ. This unconventional technique involves

delay-and-sum beamforming of the measured-field product

P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ at the difference frequency x2�x1, so it is

referred to herein as frequency-difference beamforming. It

may be valuable for array-signal-processing applications

beyond STR.

B. Frequency-difference beamforming

Frequency-difference beamforming stems from the fol-

lowing ray-path approximation for the sound channel’s

impulse response:

Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ ¼
XL

l¼1

Alj expfixrlj=�cg: (3)

Here L is the number of ray paths between the sound source

and receiving array, 1� l�L, Alj is an amplitude for each

ray to each receiver, rlj is the effective length of each ray

path to each receiver, and �c is an appropriate average sound

speed. In general, Alj is a complex number and may depend

on frequency but such dependence is neglected here. An

equivalent formulation based on a modal sum, instead of

Eq. (3), is likely possible but is not discussed here. Combin-

ing Eqs. (2) and (3) produces

~PjðxÞ ¼
eiusðxÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

j¼1

jGð~rj;~rs;xÞj2
vuut

XL

l¼1

Alj exp i
xrlj

�c

n o
: (4)

This equation explicitly shows how the frequency x influen-

ces phase, even though the path amplitudes Alj, path lengths

rlj, and average sound speed �c are unknown. Equation (4)

can be developed into an expression that includes a fre-

quency difference that is small enough for plane-wave beam-

forming: evaluate Eq. (4) at two different frequencies

x2>x1, complex conjugate the x1-evaluation, and form the

normalized field product

~P
�
j ðx1Þ ~Pjðx2Þ ¼

expfiðusðx2Þ � usðx1ÞÞgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

j¼1

jGð~rj;~rs;x1Þj2
vuut

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN

j¼1

jGð~rj;~rs;x2Þj2
vuut

XL

l¼1

XL

m¼1

A�ljAmj exp i
x2rmj � x1rlj

�c

n o
: (5)

The phase relationship embodied in Eq. (5) is of interest

because the source phase difference, us(x2)�us(x1),

appears on the right side, and because the exponential phase

inside the double sum is proportional to x2�x1 when m¼ l.
In Eq. (5) the square-root factors are real functions, so equat-

ing phases in Eq. (5) leads to

arg
�

~P
�
j ðx1Þ ~Pjðx2Þ

�
¼usðx2Þ�usðx1Þ

þarg
XL

l¼1

A�ljAlj exp i
ðx2�x1Þrlj

�c

� �"

þ
XL;L
l 6¼m

A�ljAmj exp i
ðx2rmj�x1rljÞ

�c

� �#
:

(6)

Here, the double sum over ray paths has been separated into

diagonal (l¼m) and off-diagonal (l 6¼m) terms. The diago-

nal terms in Eq. (6) explicitly include the frequency differ-

ence x2 – x1 and take the following form:

diagonal terms ¼
XL

l¼1

Blj exp i
ðx2 � x1Þrlj

�c

� �
; (7)

where Blj ¼ A�ljAlj (no sum implied). Interestingly, Eq. (7) is

functionally the same as Eq. (3) with x replaced by x2 – x1.

In both Eqs. (3) and (7) the rlj correspond to L signal-paths

having arrival angles hl at the receiving array. Thus, conven-

tional delay-and-sum beamforming of the field product
~P
�
j ðx1Þ ~Pjðx2Þ at the difference frequency x2 – x1 may yield

a useful estimate of the signal phase difference usðx2Þ
�usðx1Þ when the beam steering angle is equal to hl, and
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the off-diagonal terms in Eq. (6) are unimportant as will be

described below.

In the current investigation, such a signal-phase-differ-

ence estimate is developed from

bðh;x1;x2Þ¼
XN

j¼1

~P
�
j ðx1Þ ~Pjðx2Þ

� expf�iðx2�x1Þsðh;~rjÞg; (8)

where b is the frequency-difference beamforming output, s is

the time delay, and h is the beam steering angle defined with

respect to broadside (h¼ 0). If ~P
�
j ðx1 ¼ 0Þ is a non-zero con-

stant that is independent of j, then Eq. (8) reduces to conven-

tional delay-and-sum beamforming in the limit x1 ! 0,

lim
x1!0

bðh;x1;x2Þ ¼ bðh; 0;x2Þ

/
XN

j¼1

~Pjðx2Þ expf�ix2sðh;~rjÞg: (9)

For evenly spaced elements along a linear vertical array (the

array geometry of interest here), the time delays in an isospeed

sound channel are simply related to the beam steering angle,

sðh;~rjÞ ¼ sðh; zjÞ ffi ðj� 1Þðd=�cÞ sin h; (10)

where d is the distance between array elements. When there

is significant vertical variation in the channel’s sound speed

c(z), the time delays s(h,zj) can be selected in accordance

with ray group velocities to account for the curvature of the

incoming wavefronts (see Dzieciuch et al., 2001; Roux

et al., 2008). However, In blind deconvolution, c(z) is con-

sidered unknown. So, an appropriate constant value of �c will

be used to generate the results in the Secs. III and IV.

C. Structure of the field product

The mathematical structure of the field product in Eq.

(8) can be illustrated by using Eqs. (1) and (3) in the simple

case of two ray paths (L¼ 2) when the Alj are real coeffi-

cients. First combine Eqs. (1) and (3) with L¼ 2, to find

PjðxÞ ¼ SðxÞðA1j expfixr1j=�cg þ A2j expfixr2j=�cgÞ:
(11)

Thus, the field product becomes

P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ ¼ S�ðx1ÞSðx2Þ A1j exp
ix1r1j

�c

� ��

þA2j exp
ix1r2j

�c

� ���
A1j exp

ix2r1j

�c

� ��

þA2j exp
ix2r2j

�c

� ��
;

(12)

which, after some algebra, reduces to

P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ ¼ S�ðx1ÞSðx2Þ A2
1j exp i

Dx
�c

r1j

� �
þ A2

2j exp i
Dx
�c

r2j

� ��

þ 2A1jA2j cos
x1 þ 1

2
Dx

�c

� �
ðr2j � rijÞ

	 

exp i

Dx
�c

r1j þ r2j

2

� �� ��
; (13)

where Dx¼x2 – x1. The first two terms inside the big paren-

theses on the right side of Eq. (13) are the diagonal terms of

the field product. They follow the form of Eq. (7) and their

phases only depend on Dx, �c, and the two ray path lengths.

When P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ from Eq. (13) is beamformed at the dif-

ference frequency, Dx, these diagonal terms will make a con-

tribution to b(h, x1, x2) that does not depend on x1.

On the other hand, the third term inside the big paren-

theses on the right side of Eq. (13) results from combining

the two off-diagonal terms of the field product. It depends on

Dx, x1, �c, and the sum and difference of the two ray path

lengths. Thus, when P�j ðx1ÞPjðx2Þ from Eq. (13) is beam-

formed at the difference frequency, Dx, this term will

change as x1 is varied. Such x1-dependent contributions to

b(h, x1, x2) can be considered structured interference or

noise as will be evident in the simulation results in Sec. III.

In general, when L ray paths connect the source and the

receiving array, the number of desired x1-independent diag-

onal terms (signal) increases like L while the number of

undesired x1-dependent off-diagonal-term contributions

(noise) increases like L(L – 1)/2. Thus, for an arbitrary L,

there may be an inherent limit to frequency-difference beam-

forming’s utility since its signal-to-noise ratio may decrease

like (L – 1)–1 with increasing L. However, this limit—if it

exists—has not been reached by either the simulation or

experimental results presented in Secs. III and IV.

D. Implementation of STR with frequency-difference
beamforming

With this understanding of frequency-difference beam-

forming, the phase relationship embodied in Eq. (8) is

arg
�

bðh;x1;x2Þ
�
¼ usðx2Þ � usðx1Þ þ arg

XN

j¼1

XL

l¼1

XL

m¼1

A�ljAmj exp i
ðx2rmj � x1rljÞ

�c
� ðx2 � x1Þsðh;~rjÞ

� �� � !
; (14)
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where the final term involving the triple sum can be

assumed approximately a constant angle, K, independent of

x1 and x2 when h coincides with hl, a signal-path arrival

angle, and the off-diagonal terms of the field product are

unimportant. Under these conditions, an estimate of the

source-signal phase can then be developed throughout the

signal bandwidth by recursively applying Eq. (14) after

assuming an initial signal phase of zero. For example, if

PjðxÞ is obtained from an FFT of pj(t) at evenly spaced

frequencies xq, 1� q�Q, then the source-signal phase

estimate ûðxqÞ produced by Eq. (14) at these frequencies

when h¼ hl is

ûsðx1Þ ¼ 0;

ûsðx2Þ ¼ arg
�

bðhl;x1;x2Þ
�
� K;

ûsðx3Þ ¼ arg
�

bðhl;x2;x3Þ
�
þ usðx2Þ � K ¼ arg

�
bðhl;x2;x3Þ

�
þ arg

�
bðhl;x1;x2Þ

�
� 2K;

�

ûsðxqÞ ¼ arg
�

bðhl;xq�1;xqÞ
�
þ usðxq�1Þ þ K ¼

Xq

p¼2

arg
�

bðhl;xp�1;xpÞ
�
� ðq� 1ÞK;

�

ûsðxQÞ ¼ arg
�

bðhl;xQ�1;xQÞ
�
þ usðxQ�1Þ ¼

XQ

p¼2

arg
�

bðhl;xp�1;xpÞ
�
� ðQ� 1ÞK:

(15)

Although the terms on the right involving K remain

unknown, they lead to a phase contribution to ûsðxÞ that is

proportional to frequency, and such a phase contribution

merely offsets the time origin of the STR-reconstructed

waveforms. Therefore, STR cannot be used to determine

absolute timing information, but the STR-determined wave-

form shapes are independent of K when it is constant.

The source-signal phase estimate ûsðxÞ can be combined

with (2) to produce a normalized estimate of the environ-

ment’s Green’s function

~̂Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ ¼ ~PjðxÞ expf�iûsðxÞg

¼ ~Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ expfiusðxÞ � iûsðxÞg :
(16)

From here, an estimate of the Fourier transform of the source

signal, ŜðxÞ, can be obtained by using ~̂Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ from

Eq. (16), for back-propagation,

ŜðxÞ ¼
XN

j¼1

~̂G�ð~rj;~rs;xÞPjðxÞ; (17)

or inverse filtering,

ŜðxÞ ¼ 1

N

XN

j¼1

PjðxÞ= ~̂Gð~rj;~rs;xÞ; (18)

they are identical for STR (see Sabra and Dowling 2004).

Finally, an inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (16), and

Eq. (17) or (18) recovers the source-to-array impulse

responses and estimated source-signal waveform in the time

domain, for example:

ŝðtÞ ¼
ðþ1
�1

ŜðxÞe�ixtdx: (19)

This formulation of STR benefits in three important ways

from the inclusion of frequency-difference beamforming.

First, the frequency difference used in Eq. (8) is only lim-

ited by the bandwidth of the signal and the spacing between

FFT frequency samples; thus, it may often be chosen to suit

the situation at hand. For example, in terms of cyclic fre-

quency, f, these limits are 12.2 Hz� f2 – f1� 8 kHz for the

STR performance results shown in the next two sections. In

fact, the frequency difference can be varied to resolve mul-

tiple signal arrival directions having nearly the same arrival

angle, even when these paths are not identifiable with con-

ventional beamforming (see Figs. 4 and 11). And second,

when several signal propagation paths reach the receiving

array at nearly the same angle, h, a small value of the fre-

quency difference may be chosen so that the receiving array

does not distinguish these paths. In this case, when the

beam steering angle is h, the frequency-difference beam-

forming estimate, ûsðxÞ, of the source-signal phase from

Eq. (12) is based on the average of these propagation paths,

and STR blind deconvolution results may be excellent even

though no single propagation path is resolved (see Figs. 6

and 10). Finally, the lower frequency (x2 – x1) produced

from frequency-difference beamforming makes the STR

process and beamforming more robust to potential mis-

match between the actual measured field and the plane-

wave assumption made across a sparse large-aperture array

(see Figs. 1 and 2).

III. STR RESULTS FROM SIMPLE BROADBAND
PROPAGATION SIMULATIONS

To determine the possible performance of STR in con-

junction with frequency-difference beamforming, broadband

simulations are undertaken that approximately mimic the

signals and geometry of the FAF06 experiment. The acoustic

environment is a 92 -m-deep range-independent ideal wave-

guide with a uniform sound speed of 1500 m/s having a flat
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surface and bottom (see Fig. 1). The source at 39 m depth

broadcasts a 60 ms cosine-tapered LFM chirp from 11 to

19 kHz. The linear vertical receiving array is located 2.2 km

away from the source and centered at a depth of 52.8 m. It is

composed of 16 elements spaced d¼ 3.75 m apart for an

overall array length of LA¼ (N–1)d¼ 56.25 m. At the

source-signal center frequency (15 kHz), the element spacing

corresponds to 37.5 wavelengths, making the array

extremely sparse. Only the three ray paths shown in Fig. 1

are considered in these simulations using the method of

images to ensure that the channel’s delay spread is much

smaller than the signal duration, as in the case of the FAF06

experiment. The results of the simulations are provided in

Figs. 2–6. Note that the field received by the sparse array

cannot be modeled precisely as three propagating plane

waves for the current geometry and high frequency signal

because the source is in the near field of the array at the sig-

nal’s center frequency wavelength of k¼ 10 cm. Following

Kinsler et al. (2000) or equivalently Ziomek (1993), the

array’s far-field is reached (in free space) when L2
A=4kr is

comfortably less than unity, but for the geometry considered

here with r¼ 2.2 km this parameter is greater than 1,

L2
A=4kr ¼ ð56:25 mÞ2=½4ð0:1 mÞ2200 m� � 3:6.

Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 illustrate the performance of

conventional and frequency-difference beamforming with

�c¼ 1500 m/s. First, Fig. 2 shows the results of conventional

plane-wave delay-and-sum beamforming of the array-recorded

signals as a function of frequency, f¼x/2p (in Hz), over the

bandwidth of the signal (11–19 kHz) and the beam steering

angle (from �90	 to 90	). As expected for a sparse receiving

array along with mismatch in modeling (i.e., the existence of

wave front curvature), the results are featureless. By compari-

son, the frequency-difference beamforming results, developed

from Eq. (8) and shown in Fig. 3, display a clearer structure.

The five panels in Fig. 3 show the same range of frequency

(horizontal axis), f1¼x1/2p, each representing five increasing

frequency differences, Df¼ (x2 – x1)/2p: (a) 12.21 Hz, (b)

48.83 Hz, (c) 195.3 Hz, (d) 781.25 Hz, and (e) 1562.5 Hz.

Since the sampling rate is 50 kHz and the FFT size is chosen

as 4096 points, the result for the lowest possible frequency dif-

ference, Df¼ 12.21 Hz, is shown in Fig. 3(a). The angular

width of the broad central ridge in this panel is consistent with

a linear array having kLA¼ 2.87, where k is the wave number

based on the frequency difference, k ¼ 2pDf = �c¼ 0.0511 m–1,

and LA is 56.25 m. Figure 3(b) shows a similar result with

Df¼ 48.83 Hz, a factor of 4 increase in the frequency differ-

ence over that in Fig. 3(a). Here, the central ridge has nar-

rowed in accordance with an increase in frequency. And, as

anticipated from the discussion of Eq. (13), some intermittent

side lobes from the off-diagonal terms of the field product

emerge. Figure 3(c) shows a result with Df¼ 195.3 Hz, a

factor of 4 increase in the frequency difference above that in

Fig. 3(b). Here again, the central ridge in the frequency-

difference beamforming result shows a corresponding increase

in resolution. However, this resolution is not yet sufficient to

identify the angles of the three simulation ray paths. Perhaps

more interesting in Fig. 3(c) is the increased prominence of the

side lobes from the off-diagonal terms of the field product,

which now appear as curving structures that enhance or distort

the central ridge in Fig. 3(c). At this frequency difference

(195.3 Hz), the array-element spacing is approximately k/2, so

the remaining panels of Fig. 3 display an increasingly narrower

angular range to prevent repetition of the side lobe pattern

(i.e., spatial aliasing). Figure 3(d) shows results with

Df¼ 781.25 Hz, a factor of 4 increase in the frequency differ-

ence above that shown in Fig. 3(c). At this frequency differ-

ence, the side lobes from the off-diagonal terms of the field

product are stronger, and the horizontal central ridge is more

uneven. Figure 3(e) shows a result with Df¼ 1562.50 Hz, a

factor of 2 increase in the frequency difference above that of

FIG. 1. Ideal sound channel that supports three propagation paths using the

method of images. The source signal is a cosine tapered linear frequency

modulation (LFM) sweep from 11 to 19 kHz and is broadcast from a depth

of zs¼ 39 m. The receiving array is 2.2 km away from the source and cen-

tered at a depth of 52.8 m. It consists of 16 hydrophones spanning a 56.25 m

aperture with element spacing of 3.75 m (almost 40 wavelengths at the sig-

nal’s center frequency of 15 kHz).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Conventional

plane-wave beamforming output

Bðh; f Þ ¼ jbðh; 0; 2pf Þj2 from Eq.

(9) for the simulated signals as a

function of look angle h and fre-

quency f in the signal bandwidth

(11–19 kHz) in dB scale.
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Fig. 3(d). At this frequency difference, kLA (as defined above)

is almost 370 and the receiving array’s angular resolution is

about a degree near broadside. Although it is difficult to iden-

tify in the mix of slanted side lobes in Fig. 3(e), there are three

horizontal bands of varying magnitude due to the diagonal

terms of the field product that lie within 63	 and correspond

to the three simulation ray paths (see Fig. 4).

The angles of the three simulation ray paths may be

recovered from the frequency-difference beamforming result

shown in Fig. 3(e) when the individual frequency output is

integrated over the bandwidth of the signal. Within such an

integration, the persistent contribution of the field product’s

diagonal terms reinforces their prominence while the slant-

ing side lobes seen in Fig. 3 from the field product’s off-

diagonal terms disperses their impact. The results of such an

integration are shown in Fig. 4 where the dashed curve is for

conventional beamforming while the solid curve is for

frequency-difference beamforming at Df¼ 1562.50 Hz. The

conventional beamforming result obtained by integrating

horizontally through Fig. 2 fails to show any prominent ray

path direction. On the other hand, the integrated frequency-

difference beamforming result clearly displays three peaks at

FIG. 3. (Color online) Unconventional frequency-difference beamforming output Bðh; f1;Df Þ ¼ jbðh; 2pf1; 2pf2Þj2 from Eq. (8) for the simulated signals as a

function of look angle h and frequency f1¼x1/2p from 11 to 19 kHz with various frequency-differences: (a) Df¼ 12.21 Hz, (b) Df¼ 48.83 Hz, (c)

Df¼ 195.31 Hz, (d) Df¼ 781.25 Hz, and (e) Df¼ 1562.5 Hz. Note that the angular range of panels (d) and (e) is reduced to capture the output structure of

frequency-difference beamforming near h¼ 0	 for the high frequency-difference cases.

FIG. 4. Beamforming results incoherently summed over the frequency band

using the simulated signals:
P

f Bðh; f Þ or
P

f1 Bðh; f1;Df Þ. Frequency-

difference beamforming with Df¼ 1562.5 Hz (solid line) from Fig. 3(e)

clearly indicates signal-arrival directions whereas conventional plane-wave

beamforming (dash line) from Fig. 2 does not. The three peaks correspond

to the three ray-path arrival angles (–2.4	, 0.3	, and 2.6	) of the propagation

simulations, respectively.
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each of the arrival angles of the propagation simulations,

�2.4	, 0.3	, and 2.6	, which correspond to bottom-reflected,

direct, and surface-reflected ray paths, respectively.

For a more complete picture, a comparison of integrated

frequency-difference beamforming results is shown in Fig. 5

for a factor of 10 change in Df for a fixed range of beam

steering angle �20	 � h�þ20	. The ten curves proceed

from Df¼ 195.3 Hz (bottom) to Df¼ 1953 Hz (top) in uni-

form steps of 195.3 Hz. The third curve from the top is

equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 4 (solid). Here, the verti-

cal axis of Fig. 5 is linear (not dB), and each curve is normal-

ized by its maximum value and offset upward by one unit

from the curve below. At the lowest frequency-difference

(bottom), there is a single broad peak near the broadside

h¼ 0	 without side lobes. As Df increases, the angular reso-

lution of the beamforming improves and the central peak

separates into three peaks at the simulation ray-path angles

in the middle of this figure. As Df further increases, side

lobes appear on both sides and march toward h¼ 0	. Inter-

estingly, this behavior is analogous to that expected for con-

ventional narrowband beamforming when the signal and

processing frequency equals Df. However, the frequency

range of the curves shown in Fig. 5, 195.3–1953 Hz, lies

well below the frequency band of the broadcast signal (11–

19 kHz), making it more robust to potential mismatch in

modeling. Thus, frequency-difference beamforming expands

the possibilities for ray-path angle determination beyond

those of conventional beamforming.

Sample signal waveforms that illustrate the STR blind

deconvolution in the simulation are shown in Fig. 6. The top

panel, Fig. 6(a), is the original signal waveform. The middle

panel, Fig. 6(b), shows the simulated received signal at the

shallowest array element. The bottom panel, Fig. 6(c), shows

the signal waveform that is reconstructed from the simulated

array measurements using STR and frequency-difference

beamforming with Df¼ 12.21 Hz [see Fig. 3(a)]. Although

FIG. 5. Frequency-difference beamforming results from the simulated sig-

nals integrated over the source signal’s bandwidth, 11 kHz� f1� 19 kHz, vs

beam steering angle h for ten different values of Df,
P

f1 Bðh; f1;Df Þ. The

curves proceed from Df¼ 195.3 Hz (bottom) to Df¼ 1953 Hz (top) in uni-

form steps of 195.3 Hz. The vertical axis is linear. Each curve is normalized

by its maximum value and offset vertically by one unit from the curve

below. The trade-off between angular resolution and spatial aliasing is

observed as Df increases.

FIG. 6. Sample input and output

STR signals for the simulation

results: (a) broadcast signal, a

cosine-tapered 60-ms, LFM sweep

(11–19 kHz), (b) received signal

captured at the shallowest array ele-

ment, and (c) STR estimated source

signal using frequency-difference

beamforming with Df¼ 12.21 Hz.

The cross correlation coefficient of

received signal with the broadcast

signal is 57%. The cross correlation

coefficient of the STR reconstructed

signal with the broadcast signal is

98%.
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the envelope of the reconstructed signal is not perfect, the

cross correlation coefficient between Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c)

is surprisingly good, 98%, and this result is independent of

the value of �c. For these simulations, comparable signal

reconstruction results are obtained for frequency differences

as high as 48.83 Hz when �c¼ 1500 m/s.

These simulation results indicate that STR, in conjunc-

tion with frequency-difference beamforming, can provide a

successful means of blind deconvolution for sparse-array

recordings. Furthermore, frequency-difference beamforming

allows signal-arrival angles to be determined from sparse-

array recordings of broadband signals in the presence of

modeling mismatch. The next section explores the extent to

which these findings persist with sparse-array experimental

data.

IV. STR RESULTS FROM FAF06 BROADBAND
PROPAGATION MEASUREMENTS

The focused acoustic field experiment (FAF06) was

conducted off the west coast of Italy in July of 2006 (Song

et al., 2009; Song et al., 2010). For the receiving-array meas-

urements used in this study, the source depth, source signal,

source-array range, and vertical receiving array (VRA) ge-

ometry nominally match the simulations discussed in Sec. III.

However, the actual geometry involved down slope propaga-

tion from a water depth of 46–92 m as shown in Fig. 7(a). The

sound speed profile measured near the VRA is displayed in

Fig. 7(b), indicating that most of the array elements are located

in a nearly constant sound speed region below the thermocline.

The FAF06 broadcast signals were composed of channel-

probing pulses followed by communication sequences. The

current blind deconvolution and beamforming results are

developed from probe-pulse broadcasts with �c¼ 1510 m/s, and

are provided in Figs. 8–11.

Figure 8 shows the measured signals along the array,

pj(t), for a source at 42.6 m depth. Here the signal from the

shallowest receiver appears as the upper-most pressure time

trace and the signal from the deepest receiver appears as the

lowest pressure time trace. The uneven envelopes of the sig-

nal recordings show that there was sufficient multipath prop-

agation to distort the broadcast signal at every receiver

depth. The maximum cross correlation coefficient between

the FAF06 broadcast signal and any of these signals varies

from 37%–75%. In addition, there is a short-duration noise

pulse that follows the main transmission in the data shown in

Fig. 8 in the time interval 0.05 s< t< 0.07 s. It has an appa-

rent arrival angle of 25	, and was not a part of the FAF06

signal broadcast. Such steep angle noises were observed

occasionally during the experiment that were apparently due

to the interaction of the long array cable with a moored sur-

face buoy.

Figure 9 provides a comparison of beamforming results

for the FAF06 signals shown in Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 2, the

FIG. 7. (Color online) (a) FAF06 experimental geometry. The source was deployed near the bottom in 46 m of water. The receiving array, identical to that

described in Fig. 1, was centered at a depth of 52.8 m in 92 m of water at a source-array range of 2.2 km. (b) A sound speed profile measured near the receiving

array showing a typical downward refracting profile during the summer.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Measured FAF06 waveforms along the vertical array

for a probe-signal broadcast at a source depth of 42.6 m and a source-array

range of 2.2 km. The maximum cross correlation coefficient between the

FAF06 broadcast signal and any of these signals varies from 37% to 75%.

Note the presence of a short auxiliary noise pulse contained in the box for

t> 0.05 s. This pulse was not a part of the FAF06 probe-signal broadcast.
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conventional beamforming result in Fig. 9(a) is featureless.

In contrast, the frequency-difference beamforming result

shown in Fig. 9(b) with Df¼ 48.83 Hz displays a broad cen-

tral ridge with an angular width of approximately 20	 and

resembles the corresponding simulation results in Fig. 3(b).

Thus Fig. 9 confirms that the primary features of the simula-

tion results shown in Figs. 2 and 3 persist with measured

propagation data.

Figure 10 shows a comparison of source signal wave-

forms from the FAF06 experiment. The top waveform, Fig.

10(a), is the ideal signal of Fig. 6(a) corrected for the trans-

mit amplitude response of the FAF06 sound projector. This

is the best available estimate of the FAF06 broadcast pulse

without a monitoring hydrophone that could actually mea-

sure the amplitude and phase response of the FAF06 sound

projector. The lower three panels of Fig. 10 show blind

FIG. 9. (Color online) Beamforming

output for the measured and signals

shown in Fig. 8 as a function of look

angle h and frequency f in the signal

bandwidth (11–19 kHz) in dB scale:

(a) conventional beamforming and

(b) frequency-difference beamform-

ing with Df¼ 48.83 Hz. Similar to

Fig. 2, conventional beamforming

(a) is not useful while frequency-

difference beamforming (b) shows

signal structure centered on h¼ 0.

FIG. 10. Reconstructed FAF06 wave-

forms: (a) intended broadcast signal, a

cosine-tapered 60-ms LFM sweep

corrected for the projector’s amplitude

response, (b) STR estimated source

signal using frequency-difference

beamforming with Df¼ 12.21 Hz at

the source depth of 39 m, (c) same as

(b) but recorded an hour earlier, and

(d) same as (b) but for the array record-

ings shown in Fig. 8, which was col-

lected 5 hours later than (b) at a source

depth of 42.6 m. The cross correlation

coefficients between the intended

broadcast signal (a) and reconstructed

signals (b), (c), and (d) are 92%, 91%,

and 80%, respectively.
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deconvolution results for the broadcast pulse using STR and

frequency-difference beamforming with Df¼ 12.21 Hz.

Figures 10(b) and 10(c) were recorded an hour apart with a

source depth of 39 m and a source-array range of 2.2 km.

The cross correlation coefficients between these two pulses

and the intended broadcast pulse are 92% and 91%, respec-

tively. This is a significant improvement over the array

recordings which show an average cross correlation coeffi-

cient with the intended broadcast pulse of only 50%. Even

higher cross correlations might be possible if the broadcast

pulse could be more accurately compensated for the phase

response of the FAF06 sound projector. The bottom wave-

form shown in Fig. 10 is obtained from the array recordings

shown in Fig. 8. Although it came from near identical condi-

tions that led to the pulses shown in Fig. 10(b) and 10(c), the

Fig. 10(d) pulse has only an 80% correlation with the

intended signal pulse. This drop in the cross correlation coef-

ficient is caused by the presence of the short-duration noise

pulse contained in the box in Fig. 8. When the Fig. 8 record-

ings are temporally trimmed to remove the noise pulse, the

reconstructed signal’s cross correlation increases to 85%.

Although a cross correlation closer to 90% was expected af-

ter trimming, it was not feasible with this data because

another short-duration noise pulse, at t � 0.04 s, can be seen

within main FAF06 recordings shown in Fig. 8. Thus, as cur-

rently implemented, STR loses its effectiveness when the

array recordings involve multiple sources.

Figure 11 shows beamforming results integrated over the

bandwidth of the signal for the portion of the FAF06 recordings

shown in Fig. 8 within the box, t> 0.05 s. Similar to Fig. 4,

Fig. 11 shows a dashed curve for conventional beamforming

and a solid curve for frequency-difference beamforming with

Df¼ 195.3 Hz. As expected, the conventional beamforming

result does not indicate any ray-path arrival angles. However,

the frequency-difference beamforming result correctly indi-

cates the arrival angle of the signal-coda, just below 0	, and the

arrival angle of the short auxiliary noise pulse, 25	. Although

signal arrival angles for the FAF06 probe-pulse broadcasts can

be estimated with frequency-difference beamforming, they are

not reported here because the downward refracting sound speed

profile shown in Fig. 7 causes all ray paths to interact with sea

floor and there is insufficient knowledge of the FAF06 environ-

ment (e.g., bathymetry and geoacoustic properties) to perform

accurate ray-trace calculations for comparison. Nevertheless,

Fig. 11 indicates that frequency-difference beamforming

potentially has general applicability for identifying signal-

arrival directions for acoustic data gathered with sparse receiv-

ing arrays since the 25	 arrival angle for the short noise pulse

can be determined graphically from Fig. 8 with the known

array geometry and �c � 1510 m/s.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Synthetic time reversal (STR) is a computationally sim-

ple means for blind deconvolution of array-recorded sounds

that have propagated from an unknown source to a receiving

array through an unknown multipath environment. This

study has explored the performance of STR with simulated

and measured underwater propagation data when the receiv-

ing array was extremely sparse and conventional beamform-

ing of the array recordings was not useful.

The following conclusions can be drawn from this

research effort. (1) STR blind deconvolution was successful,

with simulation and experimental data, even when the receiv-

ing array was too sparse for conventional beamforming.

When the array-recorded sounds come from a single source,

the cross correlation coefficient between the broadcast signal

and the STR reconstructed signal are routinely above 90%.

(2) These STR results are robust because a single propagating

mode or ray path does not need to be isolated by the receiving

array. In fact, the highest cross correlations between the

source-broadcast and STR-estimated signals in this study

were commonly obtained from frequency-difference beam-

forming when the angular resolution of the receiving array

was the lowest possible, that is, when the frequency differ-

ence was the lowest possible. (3) However, as currently

implemented, the performance of STR was degraded when

sounds from multiple sources arrive simultaneously at the

receiving array. (4) To achieve these sparse-array blind

deconvolution results with STR, unconventional frequency-

difference beamforming was developed to estimate the phase

signature of the unknown source signal. Except for possible

mathematical similarities with the quadratic non-linearity

exploited for the parametric acoustic array (Westervelt,

1963), frequency-difference beamforming appears to be

novel to the best of our knowledge, and it may be useful in

applications of array signal processing beyond blind decon-

volution. In (5) frequency-difference beamforming can be

used with a sparse receiving array in the presence of model-

ing mismatch to isolate signal-path arrival angles when con-

ventional beamforming fails to do so.

FIG. 11. Beamforming output integrated over the frequency band using the

measured signals shown in Fig. 8 for 0.05s< t< 0.08s: conventional plane-

wave beamforming
P

f Bðh; f Þ (dashed line) and frequency-difference

beamforming with Df¼ 195.3 Hz
P

f1 Bðh; f1;Df Þ (solid line). The

frequency-difference beamforming result displays peaks at 25	 and just

below 0	 that correspond to the short auxiliary noise pulse and the signal’s

coda, respectively.
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